
SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1811 Show & Tell – Cloud Implementation Portal 
 
Follow up on open questions 
 
Submitted Questions  Answer 

does the portal support multi 
language? 

The implementation portal for the Cloud is English at this 
time. 

Is there some connection to 
Solution Manager? 

SAP Cloud ALM and SAP Solution Manager are two 
separate ALM offerings 
 
SAP Cloud ALM is a brand-new SAP offering for the cloud 
and in the cloud. The focus is on different target 
customers, mainly cloud-only, cloud first and cloud-centric 
customers. It provides those ALM functions that are 
required in the cloud. And it has the goal to manage the life 
cycle of the intelligent enterprise suite. 
SAP Cloud ALM is not an SAP Solution Manager in the 
cloud. But it would be fair to say that SAP Cloud ALM 
carries relevant functionality of SAP Solution Manager into 
the Cloud that is still needed by cloud-centric customers. 

Will this be used only for 
projects started after 1811? 

The CALM with the implementation portal for the Cloud will 
be available with 1811 

For the integration stream, if 
you customer integration 
scenarios, can we add them to 
the tasks required to be 
completed? 

In the implementation portal for the Cloud you can add 
manual tasks to deal with your cloud project work. 

How does the multiple 
country/legal entity activation 
covered/handled in Activate 
scope 

Please make use of the following SAP Activate guidance 
"Add new countries" - Extend Solution to Include a New 
Country 
https://go.support.sap.com/roadmapviewer/#/group/BE470
98A-617A-43EF-A27E-
DFD801D70483/roadmap/IMPS4HANACLDENMGMT:901
B0E6D3F501EE6ABB4713604755B4A/node/901B0E6D3F
501ED7BC814FE8B5F94DE5    

Is this available in multitenant 
version of cloud as well? 

The implementation portal for the Cloud is multi-tenant and 
supports S/4 HANA Cloud multi-tenant. 

Hi Jan - Who kicks off the CIP 
process to the project team 
(PM, Consultants etc.)?  Is it 
the CEE? 

The invitation via email to the implementation portal for the 
Cloud works equal, as it works for S/4 HANA Cloud. As 
soon as the project lead has access to the portal he 
usually invites the project team to the project. 
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